An accurate numerical calculation of K-shell hole production by light ions is presented for nonrelativistic target atoms in the projectile energy region q'" (= hv/Z"e ) & 1. Both hydrogenic and Hartree-Fock targetatom potentials were investigated. After correcting a computer error in some of our initial results published recently, good agreement is found for proton impact absolute cross sections and for the projectile atomicnumber dependence of the cross section. We also present simple analytical formulas which fairly well reproduce our results for target atomic numbers ranging from Z"= 13 to 30. This will hopefully facilitate the use by experimentalists of this rather involved calculation, which includes up to 54 basis functions. An interesting result of the comparison between the calculated and experimental atomic-number dependence of the cross section is that it suggests charge-transfer contributions to K-shell hole production are at least as large as given by the Brinkman-Kramers (BK) approximation. This requires that a great deal of electron stripping occurs as the projectile tries to leave the atom with its captured electron, because experimentally measured cross sections for charge transfer are considerably less than the BK. A simple model is presented which shows that this is to be expected.
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I. INTRODUCTION
E-shell hole production has been the subject of an intensive theoretical and experimental' ' investigation recently. The projectile atomic number Z~d ependence of the cross section has received particular attention. Only when this is understood is there any hope of calculating absolute cross sections for x-ray production. In this paper we present an accurate numerical calculation for nonrelativistic atoms in the region q'~' (=kv/Z"e') & l.
In K-shell hole production two types of processes can occur: direct ionization (or excitation to a bound unoccupied state) and charge transfer to the. projectile. Measured charge transfer cross sections" indicate that for protons, this process is a factor of 2 or 3 smaller than the Brinkman-Kramers" (BK) estimate. " One might conclude therefore, that for light ion projectiles charge transfer effects are only a few percent of the cross section when the target atom has nuclear charge greater than 10 or so. We shall thus be initially concerned with the direct process.
Until the work of Basbas, Brandt, and co-work- ers, ' the most familiar methods of calculating Kshell ionization were the plane-wave Born approximation" (PWBA), the semiclassical approximation'~( SCA), and the binary encounter approximation" (BEA) . The references cited give good descriptions of these methods so here we limit ourselves to two observations pertinent to this work. Tables II-IV for aluminum, titanium, and nickel. Firstly we list o~f rom a calculation performed in the fashion 
